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Abstract

Introduction

The introduction of backscattered electron (ESE)
imaging in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has led
to new possibilities for the evaluation of mineral distributions in bone on a microscopic level. The different
grey-levels seen in the ESE-images can be used as a
measure for the local mineral content of bone . In order
to calibrate these ESE-grey-levels (BSE-GL) and correlate them to mineral contents, various attempts, using
reference samples with known weighted mean atomic
number and/or using simulated bone tissues with known
hydroxyapatite concentrations, have been made. In contrast, a new approach is presented here based on measurements of the X-ray intensities of the calcium Ka-line
on selected areas of real bone samples; the measured intensities are then related to the corresponding BSE-GL.
A linear positive correlation between weight percent
(wt%) calcium and BSE-GL was found. When the ESEmode is standardized using carbon and aluminum as references, the different mineral contents in bone samples
can be recorded as BSE-GL, calibrated to wt% of calcium or hydroxyapatite (HA) , respectively. The resulting
mineral concentration histograms have a dynami c range
from O to 89 wt% HA and have a binwidth resolution of
0.45 wt% HA. The presented modifications of the BSE
method strongly enhance its feasibility in the field of
bone research and its application as a special diagno stic
tool for bone diseases.

Backscattered electron (BSE) imaging in scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) has been found to be a suitable technique to visualize the relative changes of local
mineral concentrations within cortical and cancellous
bone structures . Multiple degrees of mineralization, indicating different phases of bone formation, can be observed by this way. The BSE imaging method seems to
be much superior in accuracy and in spatial resolution
compared to the densitometric evaluation of microradiographs (Grynpas and Holmyard, 1988; Bachus and Bloebaum , 1992). BSE imaging is being developed into a
powerful tool to investigate various effects on bone tissue at a microscopic level such as, metabolic diseases,
healing and growth processes, aging, drug effects, implant reactions and stress due to mechanical loading
(Boyde et al., 1986, 1990a; Holmes et al., 1987; Reid
and Boyde, 1987; Grynpas, 1990; Roschger et al.,
1993; Fratzl et al., 1994; Schaffter et al. , 1994).
The microradiographic method (Amprino and Engstrom, 1952; Vose, 1962; Eschberger and Eschberger,
1986; Schliephake et al., 1991) is based on the absorption of X-rays in thin (100 µm to 30 µm) bone sections,
which is directly related to the mineral density of the
bone tissue (glee), with respect to the volume concentration of the bone mineral. In this technique , the X-ray
absorption is determined via the measurement of optical
densities in microradiographs made from these sections.
In contrast, the ESE-method is based on the detection of
electrons backscattered from the surface of (bulk) bone
samples struck by the primary electron beam in the
SEM . However, the relationship between ESE-signal
and mineral concentration is more complicated and still
in debate. In principal, the fraction of the electrons
backscattered is a monotonically increasing function of
the atomic number Z (Z-contrast) of the respective elements in the sample (Goldstein et al., 1992). Therefore,
the BSE grey-level (BSE-GL) of the image of a certain
specimen area reflects either the presence of a pure
element with a certain Z or the presence of a composition of more elements having a certain average atomic
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number (Zmean). In the case of bone tissue, while organic matrix (H, C, N, 0, S) and mineral (Ca, P, 0, H)
are the essential constituents, calcium, the constituent
with the highest atomic number (Z = 20), dominantly
influences the BSE-GL.
For quantitative evaluations of mineral distribution
in bone tissue by digital BSE-image analysis, a suitable
calibration of BSE-GL has to be established. Efforts
have been made to standardize the SEM parameters for
ESE-imaging by pure elements and/or compound standards with known atomic numbers as references (Howell
and Reid, 1986; Boyce et al., 1990) and to clarify the
relation between BSE-GL and mineral content of a bone
area (Skedros et al., 1993b). Skedros et al. (1993a) introduced a series of "simulated" bone tissues, made of
different mixtures of defined amounts of mineral crystal
aggregates and resin, in order to study the correlation
between the actual mineral content and the BSE-GL.
However, these "simuiated" bone tissues were composed
by mineral crystal aggregates of inhomogeneous dimensions (huge to small aggregates), whereas in "real" bone
tissue, the mineral crystals have an average thickness of
3-4 nm, are isolated, and are homogeneously dispersed
within the organic matrix (Landis et al., 1977; Posner,
1987; Fratzl et al., 1991, 1994) .
A new approach is presented here to establish the
interrelationship between the BSE-GL of a "real" bone
tissue area and its actual mineral concentration. This
approach is based on a combination of quantitative X-ray
microprobe and digital BSE-image analysis of an identical "real" bone tissue area, which can ideally be performed in SEM. The measured weight percent (wt%)
Ca values are correlated with the corresponding BSE-GL
values , leading to a calibration of BSE-GL histograms of
bone areas, which thus express the distribution of actual
mineral concentrations. In this paper, elaborate theoretical and technical approaches to this ESE-method in
SEM, as necessary background for its future application
in bone research, is provided.

water cooled diamond saw (Isomet-R, Buehler Ltd.,
Lake Bluff, IL, USA), and two surfaces were made
plane parallel on a surface grinding machine by sand
paper grinding (type: P150, silicon carbide, TRI-M-ITE
paper, 3M Comp. , St. Paul, MN , USA) consecutively
both sides of the block. The final surface preparation
was performed by diamond micromilling (Ultramiller,
R. Jung-Leica , Heidelberg, Germany) or by further water-free surface grinding with increasing grid numbers of
the sand paper (150, 250 , 600, 1200, 2000, 2600) and
finally diamond polishing (DIAPLAST, Winter, Hamburg, Germany, 1 µm and 0.25 µm). Any surface contact with water would have resulted in the formation of
ultracracks on the sample surface (Roschger et al.,
1993), which would have distorted the ESE-signal from
the bone area. Then, the sample surfaces were coated
with carbon (4-10 nm in thickness) by vacuum evaporation (SCD 004 Balzers , Lichtenstein) .

Backscattered electron (BSE) imaging
ESE-imaging was performed on a digital SEM
(DSM 962, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with
a four quadrant semiconductor ESE-detector. The SEM
was operated at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV, and
the working distance was adjusted to 15 mm . The BSEimages were captured directly in a digitized form by a
built in analog digital conversion system. An image resolution of 512 x 512 pixels per scanned area was
selected, whereas the pixel depth was 256 grey levels .
The scanning speed (with a line resolution of 512 lines
per image) was set to 100 scans/image. The nominal
magnifi cations ranged from 50x to 500x.
The ESE-signal amplification mode was set to linear
(gamma), however , a deviation from linearity in signal
processing on both ends of the grey-scale was found.
Thus , only the linear range between grey-level (GL) 25
to GL 225 was used for standardization and calibration
of the BSE signals originating from mineralized tissues.
Brightness (offset level control of the signal) and contrast (gain control of signal amplification) of the BSEimage were adjusted freely or were defined by applying
a two element calibration method using carbon and aluminium as references between the ESE-imaging sessions.
In the case of defined settings, brightness and contrast
were set in such a way that the weighted mean greylevel [GLmean•see eq. (4)] of a plane polished pure carbon (C) (MAC Consultants Ltd ., St. Ives, England), target area (10,000 µm 2), exhibited a GLmean of 25 ± 1,
whereas a pure (99 .9999%) aluminium (MAC Consultants), target area (10,000 µm 2), had a GLmeanof 225 ±
1. In the usual routine of quantitative ESE-imaging,
eventual changes in brightness and contrast by instrument instabilities were checked by imaging the reference
probe (C and Al) before and after the BSE imaging of
bone areas, usually every 15 to 30 minutes.

Materials and Methods
Sample preparation
Various bone biopsies from patients suffering from
bone marrow edema syndrome of femoral head (Hofmann et al., 1993) , or metabolic bone diseases, as well
as normal controls were fixed for 72 hours in Burkhardt's solution [containing 1 part 37 % formaldehyde
(neutralized via CaCO 3 ), 2 parts methanol-phosphate
buffer (methanol absolute 96 ml, isotonic glucose
phosphate buffer, pH = 7.4, 4 ml), dehydrated in a
graded series of ethanol and routinely embedded in
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) (Plenk, 1986). Blocks
of about 10 mm thickness were manufactured using a
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stituents (i = 1 ton), Ci donates the weight fraction of
i-th constituent, reflecting the relative amount of atoms
of this constituent in the target (see also eq . 3), and ~
represents the backscatter coefficien t of the i-th constituent. In the case of bone tissue, this relation is simplified
due to two constituents: organic matrix (OM) and mineral (HA) (eq. 2a). There is a linear relation between
BSE-GL (1/tione)and wt% HA (CHA).
The corresponding weighted average atomic number, Zmean• of a composite material is (Lloyd et al. ,
1987):

Quantitative X-ray analysis
Quantitative energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis
was performed using a LINK eXL system (Oxford Instruments, High Wycombe, England) attached to our
SEM. The take-off angle of the X-ray detector was
35°. The SEM was operated at 20 kV and the working
distance was set at 25 mm (the optimum for the X-ray
detector). The LINK ZAF-4 system of was applied for
the correction of atomic number, absorption and fluorescence effects in order to evaluate the wt% of calcium
in the analysed bone areas. For that purpose, fluorapatite (from MAC Consultants) with known composition
was used as reference standard for Ca and P. The light
elements (H, C, N, 0) were treated as unanalyzed elements and were represented by carbon as dominating
matrix element in the ZAF correction. A gain calibration of the whole system was usually performed before
every analysis session using the Ka-line of cobalt.
In order to get a wide range of different mineral
concentration values, bone sample areas of distinct BSEGL (ESE-imaging was always performed before EDXmeasurements) were selected for consecutive quantitative
X-ray measurements. In general, small, only 100 µm 2 ,
apparently homogeneous areas were scanned by the electron beam (using a scanning mode with variable scanning size) at a nominal magnification of 500x. The acquisition time for the X-ray spectrum was 500 seconds
(live time) per analyzed area .

Therefore,
zbone

= [(CHA ·ZHA) + {(1-CHA) ·ZoM}]

(3a)

where Ni denotes the number of the i-th atom, A
indicates the atomic weight of the i-th atom and ~
represents the atomic number of the i-th atom. Equation
3 is obviously based on eq . 2 . The weight factor
[(Ni· Aj)IE(Ni ·Ai)] in eq. 3 expresses the relative
amount of i-th atoms in the material. This factor is
identical with the meaning of Ci in eq. 2, namely the
wt% of i-th atom . [The dependency of Zmeanand 'Y/comp
on the wt% of the constituents can be explained by the
fact that the process of backscattering of the primary
beam electrons is coupled to the physical interaction with
the electrons of the constituents in the target. The relative amounts of electrons contributing for each constituent is related to {(Ni ·Zi)/E(N; ·Zj)} . This value, however, is close to {(Ni ·Aj)/E(N i ·Ai)} because Ni · Zi
is approximately half Ni· A for elements relevant for
bone tissue, and therefore does not change the above
ratio]. In the case of bone tissue, the relation in eq. 3
can be simplified to eq. 3a again. After this , the Zmean
of bone is linearly related to wt% mineral.
All digital image processing and analysis was done
on a Macintosh IIci computer using the software package
NIH image 1.52 (public domain) with custom made routines. Before any evaluations on the BSE-images were
made, the background (resin and soft tissue of the bone
marrow space) was discriminated by a threshold routine
and set to zero GL (black).
The GLmeanof a BSE-image of a bone area was determined according to the following equation (Bloebaum
et al., 1990; Boyce et al., 1990).

Basic relations and calculations
The fraction ofBSE is quantified by the backscatter
coefficient 'Y/
:
(1)

where nBSEis the number of backscattered electrons and
n 8 is the number of electrons incident on the specimen
(Goldstein et al., 1992). In the low atomic number (Z)
range, the backscattering coefficient ('Y/)of pure elements
increases linearly with Z. For a composite material,
assuming that the elements are homogeneously distributed on an atomic scale, an average 'Y/and a corresponding average atomic number can be defined. The backscattering coefficient of a composite material, 'Y/comp'
is
related to the weighted mean 'Y/of the individual constituent (Castaing, 1960; Heinrich, 1966; Colby, 1969;
Robinson et al., 1984):

255
GLmean = E(Pi ·GLi)/P

(2)

Therefore,
'Y/bone
= {(CHA''Y/H..V+ (CoM ''Y/oM)}

= [(CHA ''YIHA)+ {(1-CHA) ''Y/oM}]

= CHA . ZHA + CoM . ZoM

1

(4)

where, i = index of a single GL, ranging from 1 to 255
[GL of i = 0 (black) is reserved for the background,
i.e., bone marrow space]; Pi = number of pixels with
grey-level GLi; P = total number of pixels of the bone

(2a)

where i denotes the i-th constituent of n different con-
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area (marrow space is excluded); and GL; = grey-level
of index i.
Normalized grey-level histograms of bone tissue
were deduced from digital ESE-images according to:
GLHbin; = (P; · 100)/P

80

,ci: 60

(5)

:I:

-;.
0
> 40

where, GLHbiI1j = percent of bone area covered by pixels having only a GL of index i. In this case, it means
that the GL-histograms were constructed by bins having
a minimum ofbinwidth (including only one GL-step) resulting in maximum of GL resolution for the histogram.
The histograms were displayed as plots of bars or as line
curves connecting the data points with each other.
The basic definition of density (d) of a material is:
d = m/v

20

20

60

80

100

wt¾HA

Figure 1. Illustration of the non-linear relationship between wt% HA and vol% HA values after eq. 7. The
30-50 vol% HA range used in the study of Skedros et
al. (1993a) is indicated.

(6)

where m is mass in grams and v is the volume in cc.
For comparison of mineral concentration data obtained
in vol%, the wt% HA values can be transformed to
vol% HA values according to eq. 7, which is directly
derived from eq. 6:

in bone samples from patients suffering from bone marrow edema syndrome of femoral head (Hofmann et al.,
1993). The digital BSE-image (Fig. 2a) of such a bone
sample shows large connected areas of distinct BSE-GL.
The corresponding normalized GL-histogram (Fig. 2b)
displays three distinct peaks reflecting ranges of GL,
dominantly present in these areas (A, B, and C): Areas
A (seams surrounding the trabecular surface) have very
low GL. To discriminate these blackish areas from the
background (bone marrow space/embedding medium) ,
this GL-range was set to white by digital image processing in Figure 2a . On Trichrome-Goldner stained histological sections, these areas could be identified as wide
orange-red osteoid seams in green stained mineralized
bone trabeculae throughout the sample. Areas B were
zones in the trabeculae with distinctly lower GL than the
bright zones of C, which were mostly located in the
central part of the trabecula .
The GLmean (eq. 4), determined on small selected
areas by digital BSE-image analysis and the wt% Ca values, measured by quantitative X-ray microprobe analysis
in the identical bone tissue areas (examples are shown in
Fig. 3a, detail of bone area seen in Fig. 2a at higher
magnification), are plotted in a scatter plot (Fig. 3b).
The data could be fitted (by least squares) well by a
straight line. (The data point 6, the GLmean of pure
PMMA area was not included in the fitting procedure .
Its position on the calibration line was determined afterwards.) A high linear (R = 0.998) and positive correlation between the GLmean and wt% Ca was found (Fig.
3b). In consequence, the GL-histograms of a bone area
(Fig. 2b) could directly be transformed into a wt% Cahistogram (mineralization spectrum), by multiplying the

HAvo1=
100 ·HAwt/[HAwt+ {(100-HAwt) ·(dHA/d0 M)}]

40

(7)

where HAy01 stands for of vol% HA values; HAw1 represents wt% HA values ; dHA denotes the density of HA ;
and doM is the density of the organic matrix. As eq. 7
shows, wt% HA is not linearly related to vol % HA.
This has to be taken in account if HA concentration histograms are converted from wt% values to vol%. In
Figure 1, the difference between both units of mineral
concentrations are illustrated. For this purpose, the
values for dHA = 3.18 and for d0 M = 1.41, taken from
Skedros et al. (1993b), were inserted in eq. 7.
The bone density (d8 ) can also be expressed as a
function of vol% HA values (HAv01) in bone tissue by:

Equation 8 shows that the bone density (d8 ) is a linear
function of vol% HA, and thus, a non-linear function of
wt% HA (because of eq. 7).

Results
A linear positive correlation between BSE-GL and
weight percent of Ca
The correlation between BSE-GL and mineral concentration in bone tissues could advantageously be demonstrated on a bone sample exhibiting a large variety of
BSE-GL. Such a variability in mineralization was found
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(a) Illustration of the correlation measurements. Various bone areas were selected , on which the
GLmean was determined by digital ESE-image analysis,
and quantitative calcium analysis was performed by
EDX in SEM . (b) Scatter plot of GLmean data against
wt% Ca data with linear line fit (2) through the data
points. Numbers at the data points correspond to the
number the analysed area is indicated in Figure 3a. The
line fits (1) and (3) are obtained for altered (lower and
higher) contrast settings for ESE-imaging .
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hydroxyapatite (HA, Ca 10(PO 4MOH)i), the measured
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Figure 2. (a) Digital ESE-image of cancellous bone of a patient suffering from bone marrow edema syndrome of femoral head. The zoomed in area displays the individual pixels of which the digital image is composed. Each pixel has
a discrete GL. A, E, and C indicate bone areas of distinct GL-ranges. The GL-range of A was artificially set from
blackish to white to discriminate it from the black background. (b) Normalized grey-level histogram deduced from the
ESE-image in Figure 2a. (c) Normalized grey- level histogram of the same bone area as in Figure 2a, however, deduced
from ESE-images made with different contrast settings [(1),(2),(3)] correspond ing to Figure 3b.
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to a constant value. A higher contrast means a smaller
slope of the calibration line (line 3, Fig. 3b) and thus, a
higher resolution in mineral concentration, since a single
GL-step corresponds to a smaller change in mineral concentration, for example, 0.17 wt% Ca for setting (2) and
0.30 wt% Ca for the lower contrast setting (1). In consequence , at higher contra st setting (3), the GL-histo gram of the bone spreads out over more GL-histogram
(and mineral concentration) bins, as shown in Figure 2c.
Simultaneously, the percent bone area per histogram bin
is lower, because the sum of all bins must remain constant at 100 %.

218

214
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3.5

Figure 4. (a) GL-histograms of carbon and aluminum
introduced as ESE-GL references for the standardization
of the ESE-signal detection mode. (b) Test of instrument stability after 3 hours warming-up time; the
GLmean of the carbon (C) and aluminium (Al) reference
probe was recorded every 15 minutes. Arrow indicates
the intentional reduction of the beam current, by decreasing the filament current by 80 mA.

BSE-GL calibration to wt% Ca for a ESE-signal
standardized by carbon and aluminum references
The ESE-signal detection was standardized by the
two pure element (carbon and aluminum) method (see
Materials and Methods). Figure 4a shows the GL-histogram of the reference probe (C and Al) used after the
correct brightness/contrast adjustment. It exhibits a peak
at GL = 25 (with a FWHM, full width half maximum
of 7) for carbon, and at GL = 225 (with a FWHM of 9)
for aluminum. As can be seen, the BSE-GL of normal
bone is located between these references.
A prerequisite for the application of the described
ESE-signal standardization method is sufficient stability
of the instrument. The GLmeanof C and Al areas on the

wt% Ca values can be converted to mineral concentration (wt% HA) by multiplying with the factor 2.51 (100
wt% HA corresponds to 39.86 wt% Ca) ; these are indicated in Figure 3b (and also shown later in Fig. 5).
Also, examples of mineral concentration histograms
(mineralization spectra of bone matrix) in wt% HA are
shown later (in Fig . 8).
The influence of the contrast control [three different
settings: (1),(2), and (3)] of the ESE-detector on the GLcalibration curve (line) is demonstrated in Figure 3b .
80
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Figures 6 and 7. Back scattered electron images of normal cancellous bone (Fig. 6) and osteomalacic bone (Fig. 7).
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Forty pairs of GLmean and wt% Ca data were
pooled from 8 different bone samples in 16 independent
SEM sessions to establish the BSE-GL / wt% Ca correlation for this standardized brightness/contrast setting.
The BSE-GL of pure gelatine (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), as a source of collagen to simulate a calcium
free organic bone matrix, was introduced additionally to
fix the 0-point (GL-30) of the calibration line. The resulting calibration curve (linear line fit, slope = 0. 182;
r = 0.998) is shown in Figure 5. The position of the
BSE-GL of carbon (Z = 6) at GL-25 and aluminum (Z
= 13) at GL-225 on the calibration line was determined
and indicated. In doing this, the correlations between
BSE-GL , Zmean (according to eq. 3a) and wt% HA of a
bone tissue were also achieved (Fig. 4). For instance,
the normal cancellous bone (Fig. 6) would have an
Zmean of around 10. 7, the BSE-GL of Al would correspond to a bone tissue with 35.3 wt% Ca and 88.7 wt%
HA as a result of this calibration method.
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Figure 8. Comparison of mineral concentration histograms deduced from the ESE-images of bone samples
shown in Figures 2a, 6 and 7. The ESE-signal was
standardized before each ESE-imaging session by the
carbon/aluminum method.

Examples of mineral concentration histograms
The feasibility of this modified ESE-method to record the mineral concentration distributions (histogram)
in bone is demonstrated on three examples of bone tissues. Figure 6 shows the ESE -image of normal trabecular bone , whereas Figure 7 represents bone having severe disturbance of mineralization with large amount of
unmineralized osteoid. The third example is the case of
bone marrow edema syndrome of femoral head (shown
before in Fig. 2a). Characteristic differences in the
mineralization spectra can be noted (Fig. 8). The normal bone show s negligible contributions of mineralized
tissue in the range from 0 to 40 wt% HA, whereas
94. 2 % of bone area is mineralized within the range
between 40 to 70 wt% HA having a peak around 57.3
wt% HA with a FWHM of 9.5 wt%. The osteomalacic
bone exhibi ts a large contribution of non- and only

reference probe should not change significantly before
and after ESE-imaging of bone areas. Figure 4b demonstrates the temporal stability of the instrument , 3 hours
after switching it on. Every 15 minutes , the reference
probe was moved by a motorized specimen stage into
position of the scanning beam and was imaged as
described in Materials and Methods. In the total testing period, a maximal variation of GLmean for C of only
25.22 to 24.394 and for Al of only 225.25 to 223.67
was detected; a slight decreasing tendency of the GLmean
could be noticed. A severe drift in beam current was
simulated by intentional reduction of the filament current
by 80 mA at the end of this stability test. A proportional drop in the GLmean of C and Al (more pronounced
for Al than for C) could be observed.
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weakly-mineralized areas (0 to 40 wt% HA, 60.9 % of
the bone area), the peak of the higher mineralized area
(40 to 70 wt% HA, 37. 7 % of the bone area) has shifted
to lower concentrations (54 wt% HA) with a large
FWHM (21. 9 wt%) reflecting the severe disturbance of
mineralization known in such a disease.
The bone
marrow edema syndrome case exhibits an increased contribution (19.5 % of bone area) in the range from Oto 40
wt% HA. In the range from 40 to 70 wt% HA covering
79.8% of the bone area, two peaks are found at 61.4
and 52.2 wt% HA; total (both peaks) FWHM is 16.9
wt% HA. Large amount of newly-formed lower-mineralized bone and residual high-mineralized old and/or
necrotic bone were responsible for this phenomena.

tals can thus be regarded as molecules, and then the
BSE-GL and the GLmean' respectively, will very likely
reflect the local wt% of the single constituents ( organic
matrix and HA) and the Zmean of the collagen-crystal
compound according to eqs. 2a and 3a. Consequently,
the adequate unit to describe mineral concentrations in
bone seems to be a weight concentration (e.g., wt%), if
the ESE-method is used. Other units describing mineral
concentration such as vol% and bone-mineral density,
{which can be deduced from vol% (eqs. 7 and 8)}, provide additional data about the density of the organic matrix and the mineral (HA). The non-linear relationship
between wt% and vol% has to be taken into account, if
it is intended to use "simulated" bone tissue for BSE-GL
calibration of "real" bone tissue, otherwise errors up to
50% can be introduced (eq. 7, Fig. 1).
Concerning the accuracy of the Ca wt% values obtained by the EDX method in the trabecular bone areas
(Fig. 5), the following should be noted: qualitative and
quantitative electron probe X-ray microanalysis has been
extensively used to study mineralization of bone, cartilage, dentine, enamel and cementum in vertebrates, and
has contributed much to the present knowledge about
mineralized tissues and the mechanisms of mineralization
(Landis, 1979; Boyde et al., 1986; Nicholson et al.,
1980; Schaffter et al . , 1987; Akesson et al., 1994).
However, the accuracy and reliability of the EDX analysis method for the absolute quantification of elements
like Ca and P, especially in bulk biological samples, is
still in debate (Boekestein et al., 1980; Payne and
Cromey, 1990). The most recent and important contribution on this subject is by Akesson et al. (1994). They
validated the accuracy of the EDX method by comparing
EDX analysis data to values obtained by neutron activation and chemical analyses, which were very close to the
EDX values (slightly lower, however, they had plausible
arguments as to why). They measured 25.8 ± 0.7 wt%
Ca and 10.5 ± 0.1 wt% P by the EDX method in the
central region of bone trabeculae of femoral heads obtained from human patients undergoing total hip replacement because of osteoarthritis. Further, they found a
variation of Ca in a range of 5 wt% and of P in a range
of 3 wt% within each sample. Their wt% Ca values are
in good agreement with our measurements (Fig. 5),
though different analysis programs were employed.
Akesson et al. (1994) used the LINK ZAF/PB, which
works with the peak-to-background ratio method (allowing for rough sample surfaces), whereas our analysis
was performed by the LINK ZAF-4, which works with
net-peak values for bulk flat polished samples under
perpendicular electron beam incidence (Goldstein et al.,
1992). Fine adjustments of our values might be possible, if the ZAF correction procedure for the organic
matrix can be optimized. The available ZAF-4 program

Discussion
According to eqs. 2 and 3, the BSE-GL and the
Zmean of a composite material, which consists of homogeneously distributed constituents on an atomic scale, are
directly related to the weight concentrations of these
constituents. The linearity between BSE-GL and wt%
Ca (Figs. 3b and 5) measured in our experiments suggests that this relation is also valid for bone tissue.
The schematic drawing in Figure 9 illustrates the
effect of large HA-aggregates in, e.g . , "simulated" bone
tissue (Fig. 9a), and of small single crystals in "real"
bone tissue (Fig. 9b) on the generation of the BSE-GL
of a pixel and/or of the GLmean of a scanned area. It is
assumed that the simulated bone tissue consists of resin
with a defined amount of hydroxyapatite crystal aggregates, the dimensions of which are in the range of, or
larger than, the interaction volume of the electron beam
(1-5 µm). Areas showing ESE-signals of bulk 100 %
mineral (white) are alternating with areas showing BSEsignals of pure resin (black) (Fig. 9a). The GLmean of
such a specimen area reflects only the percentage of the
area (thus, of volume) occupied by the crystal aggregates
and is therefore exhibiting a grey tone value proportional
to the vol% of mineral in the sample. The highly linear
relationships and positive correlation of GLmean from
HA simulated bone tissues to mineral content (vol%),
reported by Skedros et al. (1993a, Fig. 6), would be in
good agreement with our assumption about the generation ofBSE-signals in "simulated" bone tissue (see Fig.
9a). However, in the case of "real" bone, single needle/
plate-like mineral crystals with an average thickness of
3-4 nm (Fratzl et al., 1994), much smaller than the interaction volume of the electron beam, are homogeneously distributed within the collagenous matrix (Fig. 9b).
For that reason, "real" bone areas exhibit ESE-signals
between black and white. The actual GL is dependent
on the number, size and composition of the crystals lying within the respective interaction volume. The crys-
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Figure 9. Scheme of BSE-GL and GLmean generation, respe ctively : (a) in the case of "simulated" bone tissue and (b)
in the case of "real" bone tissue .
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does not account for the ratios between the non-analyzed
light elements (e.g., H, C, N, and 0) of the matrix .
Thus, only one element can be chosen to represent the
organic matrix, and in the present work, carbon was selected as the dominating matrix constituent for the ZAF
correction.
It should be emphasized that a homogenous composition {as discussed above for the correct interpretation
of the BSE-signal (Fig . 9)} of the interaction volume of
the electron beam and/or the X-ray sampling volume, respectively, is crucial for getting reliable quantitative
EDX results. Otherwise , the net-peak values or peak-tobackground ratios and the ZAF correction lead easily to
errors up to 100% (Goldstein et al., 1992). This might
explain the failure of Payne and Cromey (1990) in determining the right Ca/P ratios of standards made by calcium phosphate crystal powders using the EDX-method .
In that study, the scanned sample areas (260 µm x 260
µm wide, containing resin-embedded or non-embedded
crystal particles) were representing extremely inhomogeneous sampling volumes. It only can be assumed that
correct results would have been obtained if single crystals of larger dimensions (about one order of magnitude)
than the interaction volume would have been analyzed.
As demonstrated, this calibration of BSE-GL by
quantitativeEDX analysis allows work with altered SEM
parameter settings between different ESE -imaging sessions. Further , the observed high linearity between
BSE-GL and EDX-wt% Ca values justifies reducing the
calibration measurement s to only two data points, one
EDX and GLmeanmeasurement in the mineralized bone
area for a finite wt% Ca value, and one GLmeanof organic matrix (like Ca-free collagen, < 0.15 wt%) for
the zero wt% Ca value (Fig. 3b: line 1 and line 3).
However, the described behavior of the mineralization
spectra with respect to the contrast setting makes it difficult to directly compare and overlay spectra of different
contrast settings directly with each other (Fig. 2c). A
transformation of all mineralization spectra data to a unit
binwidth by calculations is necessary for such
compans10ns.
It proved to be advantageous to standardize the contrast/brightness setting of the ESE-detector. Fir st, a
constant mineralization histogram binwidth is guaranteed
by this way; second, the combined EDX and BSE-GL
calibration measurements have to be done only once and
are valid for all future ESE-sessions . The combination
of carbon and aluminum as BSE-GL reference material
was found to be very suitable for the definition of the
contrast/brightness control of the system used. the GLhistograms of both materials were narrow and clearly
separated from each other. Forming the end points of
the GL-range used (Figs. 3b and 5), the contrast/brightness control could be adjusted with optimal accuracy.

A dynamic range from Oto 89 wt% HA, sufficient for
all bone tissues , and a binwidth resolution of 0.18 wt%
Ca and of 0.45 wt % HA, respectively, was achieved
which even allowed discrimination between PMMA,
osteoid (collagen), and under-mineralized bone tissue
(Figs. 2a and 8).
The prerequisite for the application of any contrast/
brightness standardization is sufficient instrument stability, which was fulfilled by our instrument (Fig. 4b). At
this point, it should be mentioned that an eventual beam
current drift, as demonstrated, induces a change in
brightness , as well in contrast, the contrast change being
more severe (changes in the GLmeandifference between
C and Al , Fig. 4b) . This has to be taken into account
should a BSE-GL histogram of an image be corrected
for beam instabilities. The histogram has to be shifted
by a constant number of histogram bins for brightness
correction, but also has to be expanded or shrunk for
contrast corrections, as in Figure 2c.
The presented approach seems to be a suitable approximation to define the relation between mineral concentration and BSE-GL or Zmean of a bone tissue , as
long as suitable "simulated" bone tissue standards are
not available. Optimal standards would have to include
the following: (a) mineral crystals homogeneously dispersed within the resin, and of the same size as in "real"
bone; (b) a resin, which is stable in the electron beam
and exhibits a BSE-GL like collagen.
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eralized tissues. Also, a background should be provided
for the future application of this BSE-method in SEM in
bone research.
As stated in Discussion , a "simulated" bone tissue
of known average mineral content (4 nm thick crystals
embedded within an organic matrix) would be an ideal
standard. Any "simulated" bone tissue with larger crystal aggregates seems an unacceptable standard of calibration, since the BSE-signals get a different meaning
(change from wt% to vol%). As long as the BSE-GL of
a pixel is an average of zero to full saturation BSE-signals (coming from different interaction volumes located
in resin or mineral aggregate of the "simulated" bone
used so far), it still describes vol% mineral (Fig. 9a) .
In "real " bone, however, the fine distribution of crystals in the organic matrix results in BSE-GL, which are
directly proportional to wt% bone mineral (Fig. 9b and
eq. 2a). For that reason, we examined an alternative
way, the EDX-microprobe analysis method, which led
to results in aggrement with the knowledge of mineral
content in bone reported in literature (see References)
using various methods. To obtain bone mineralization
spectra calibrated in absolute values of mineral concentration is not only of significant scientific interest but
also has the advantage of making data obtained by other
methods and/or in different laboratories comparable.

Discussions with Reviewers
M.D. Grynpas: The aim of the authors seems to be the
measurement of bone mineral content or of the % calcium in various bone pathology. As this aim does not
require absolute measurements, the authors would save
themselves many troubles by using a relative scale. In
this way, they would be able to determine under- and
over-mineralized bone without facing the very hard task
of their question.
A. Boyde: If the eventual aim is to compare BSE images with microradiographic or X-ray microscopic images, then a direct calibration method {such as that described in Boyde et al. (1990b)}, in which one sample
from the experimental set in each case was analyzed by
microtomography of the same volume, would have an
advantage over the procedure described by the present
authors.
T.M. Boyce : The difficulty with using "real bone tissue" to prove a new technique such as this is that there
is no a priori knowledge of the mineral content in bone
tissue. "Simulated bone tissues" , such as those used by
Skedros et al. (1993a) , allow the new technique to be
tested in materials of known average mineral content.
Additionally, the images of Skedros et al. (1993a)
showed distinct gray-level ranges and did not reflect
only O or full saturation. This was the result of signal
"mixing" at the level of the pixel, thus giving an average
signal that was indicative of the true mineral content,
even though any individual point (smaller than the pixel
size) might contain only one phase in the interaction
volume.
Authors: The aim of this paper was to investigate: (1)
how the BSE-signal from bone areas correlates to the
local Ca-concentration in these areas measured by the
EDX-method in SEM, and (2) how to calibrate the BSEGL into absolute mineral concentration values in order
to establish a suitable quantitative BSE-method for min-

T.M. Boyce: To obtain maximum sensitivity for identifying age- or disease-related changes, the standards chosen should be as near as possible to the upper and lower
ends of the atomic number range of bone . By using the
lower standard, carbon (Z = 6), you have covered the
entire atomic number range of bone. Yet, since bone
reaches 70 percent of full mineralization in a few days
(Jowsey , 1964), mineralized bone in the lower ranges
are encountered only rarely . For many questions of
bone pathology, it would seem more appropriate to
choose pure standards or well-characterized compounds
with average atomic number characteristics closer to the
common range of bone to maximize sensitivity for
detecting small changes between groups.
Authors: (1) We think that the disadvantage of not
fully exploiting maximal sensitivity in the medium range
of bone mineral content is compensated by using the
highest resolution in histogram binwidth (binwidth of
one grey-level step), resulting in a nominal Ca resolution
of 0. 18 wt%, so that normal bone covers about 70 bins
(Fig. 8). However, if a higher sensitivity is desired, we
suggest to image the identical bone area twice, first with
the standard C and Al brightness/contrast settings, and
second, with the subjectively optimal contrast. By this
method, it is always possible to recalibrate the new BSEGL values by correlating the standard GLmeanof bone
areas and the new GLmean values with each other (at
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rial (Goldstein et al . , 1992)}. Further, we tested the
correc tness of the correlation between GLmeanof the C
and Al reference and the corresponding Zmean values
with compounds having Zmeanlying between C and Al.
The calculated Zmeanwas exactly same as the measured
one deduced from its GLmean· This indicates the feasibility of C and Al as BSE standard.
Concerning the narrowness of the histogram for the
bone region, please see the previous response to Dr.
Boyce.

least two GLmeanof identical bone areas, preferably with
a maximum difference of GLmean•are necessary to make
a suitab le calibration line). (2) Our preference to use
carbon and aluminium as standards for quantitative BSEimaging of bone tissue has several reasons: (a) in order
to establish a calibration curve for BSE-GL and Ca-concentration, we needed a point representing zero wt% ( <
0. 15 wt%) Ca, as for osteoid or gelatine, which has a
BSE-GL just above that of carbon. (b) We found carbon and aluminium extremely stable under the electron
beam, which is important, since the BSE-signal should
not change, even at longer electron bombardment during
the repeated brightness/contrast adjustments. On the
contrary, pure element or compound standards, which
are isolators (such as HA, A12 0 3 , MgO, etc.), though
they are carbon coated, should not be used, because of
a possible build-up of internal space charges under the
sample surface, which would influence the backscattering coefficient. (c) Both elements are easy to get and
to handle. ( d) The advantage to have the whole range
of Ca concentration from zero on is to possibly detect
the osteoid and strong mineralization defects like in
Figure 7.

J.G. Skedros and E.G. Vajda: Can the authors clarify
how they can report less than O wt% hydroxyapatite in
bone as shown in both the pathologic femoral head and
osteomalacic bone Figure 8? This figure is confusing,
and it suggests that some extrapolation was done to complete the left tails of these curves.
Authors: The original BSE-image has 256 grey-levels
(from 0-255) . The range from 25 to 225 (as explained
in Materials and Methods) was found to be linear in
BSE-signal processing . Therefore, the brightness and
contrast control was adjusted for the BSE-GL standardization in such a way, that the GLmean of C and GLmean
of Al are placed to the end points of this linear range.
As explained before, the GLmean of gelatine or osteoid
at GL 30 fixed the O wt% Ca end point for the calibration line. All GL lower than GL 30 are out of the defined range of calibration, but it makes sense to given
them still the meaning of O wt % Ca, and include them
in the GL-histogram, as long as these pixels of lower
GL can be associated to the osteoid seam (as made visi ble in Fig . 2a) by means of digital image processing (the
withdrawal of the background/bone marrow space
pixels), before image analysis.

A. Boyde: We rejected carbon and aluminium as reference standards because they are relatively macrocrystalline materials showing channeling contrast effects. Carbon gives a higher BSE signal than PMMA , and this is
not predicted from the approach to calculation of mean
BSE coefficients used by the authors. C and Al peaks
are both well away from the range covered by bone, so
the original histogram for the bone region must be very
narrow .
Authors: In crystals, the backscattering coefficient is to
a certain degree dependent on the beam for crystal-lattice orientation. However, under optimal conditions
(beam divergence < 5 mrad and undisturbed crystal lattice), the actual difference in backscattering between
maximum and minimum channeling directions is only 35 % (Newbury et al., 1986). Further, the mechanical
grinding-polishing procedure of the standard samples resulted in the formation of a so-called Bilby layer, a shallow region of extreme damage to crystal structure.
Thus, no grain structure in the polycrystalline carbon
and aluminium specimen, due to channeling contrast,
could be observed by us anymore. Based on these observations, the usage of carbon and aluminium as BSEGL standard does not seem to be critical.
It can be speculated, that the unexpectedly low BSEGL of PMMA (Zmean = 6.24) is related to this material
being highly sensitive to the electron beam , and the concurrent process of elastic and inelastic scattering shifted
somewhat towards the inelastic portions {[since chemical
changes are induced by the beam electrons in the mate-

A. Boyde: From first principles, the X-ray signal in an
SEM is the noisiest, and therefore, the least reliable.
The Ca Ka X-ray signal does not derive from the same
volume as the BSE signal, even though beam impact
point is the same. On these philosophical grounds, one
would seriously question the choice of EDX for
calibration of BSE.
Authors: The advantage of the EDX is that, in the
SEM, it can be performed easily on specimen spots
identical to spots of BSE-GL analysis. The noise of the
X-ray signal (of the elemental peak, as well as of the
background continuum) , which is inherent to the quantum process of signal generation and detection, becomes
more evident at a low count rate situation, such as in the
SEM . This limits the smallest concentration of an element which can be determined by this method to about
0.1 wt% (Goldstein et al., 1992). However, we think
this sensitivity is completely sufficient for the purpose of
BSE-calibration presented in this paper. Of course, the
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Additional References

count rates are too low should Ca X-ray elemental maps
from whole bone tissue areas be used for quantitative
analysis because it would require unacceptably long
image integration times to achieve reasonable resolutions
for spatial and the quantitative distribution of mineral.
It is correct that the escape depth for X-rays is different (deeper and larger) than that from backscattered
electrons. However, the BSE calibration is not based on
a single measurement of a selected bone area, but on
many areas. Errors in EDX values caused by accidental
inhomogeneities of the examined bone area (such as canaliculi or osteocyte lacunae from deeper regions of the
interaction volume) remaining unnoticed in the BSE
image, will be compensated by averaging (line fitting).
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A. Boyde: It should also be noted that aldehyde fixatives induces a strong autofluorescence which may show
in the alleged BSE image as a cathodoluminescence
component, since solid state BSE detectors are sensitive
to cathodoluminescence.
Authors: Having experience with auto-cathodoluminescence from blood cells fixed and non-fixed in aldehydes
and also from collagenous tissues (Hori et al., 1980;
Roschger et al., 1980, 1981a), which was some orders
lower than that of PMMA or of other resins, a significant contribution of this kind of electron-induced luminescence to the ESE-signal can be excluded. If this
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technique first, made it possible to detect these low light
levels.
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